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1, Introduction 

Students learning scatiscics are r e d y  rnuctx happier when there is a 
story, or  storyline which forms the background fur their enquiries. 

I wish to maintain also rhar they derive great benefit (and not only to 
their sttidy of sratistics) from expXai~xiirg to their peers and reacbers what 
they have done ro solve a problem, 

The cornportent of our 1st semester, 1st year stxrisrics course in 
Applied Science char I discuss here incorporates both of these features, but 
I have chosen ro concentrate on the latter. 

f have propused eisewhere (Taffc, 1930) that the main bencficiary of 
any explanation is the person who gives the explanation. The process of 
rearganising ideas into n firicar chain of description arid explicariun, in 
reat time, hdps yota to see new connections and new perspecrives orx the 
conceixt as a whole. You incrcase yoitr mastery of the content in lcays and 
bounds, 

Far the listener, however, explanations often tnystifjr. Recall Bock's 
Law: If  it can be misut~dcrstood, it will be, and if ir can't be mis- 
understood, ir, will bc; and Taffe's Corollary: Hardly anyone will 
understand any explatiation, no matter how clear. 

We rnay conclude from these laws that the weti known and highly 
esteemed 'gravity feed' rnetlxod of reaching may nor: he optimal jtr. terrns 
of student learning, at feast not if used at all times. 

At Swinburne, first year Applied Science srudenrs have the opportuniry 
to rratxsfer rhe benefits of explanation co themselves. 

2. Communication by students 

The Prescntatia~. Far  the first semester unit "Data Analysis and 
Probability" there are two assignments, which are really aspects of rhe 
same sitrgie assiglzrnenr: rhl: Presentation and c l ~ e  Wrirtrr~ Reporr. They are 
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based an  a stnall set of investigation-type problems, which provide the 
sroryline (see appendix). 

Students are given to uilderstand rhac their task i s  nor to solve the 
problem - they will be given any help they require if the probkrn proves 
dificult. Their task is rather to con~mufticate to their teacher and some of 
their peers rhe results of their work on rhe problenl, and to answer 
questions a b u t  it. 

Two weeks after being given the problem they present their 
communication in 15 ~ni~lutes (including 5 minutes for questions). This is 
assessed by &their teacher for evidence rhat they understand (even g srnzll 
pzrt of the origin4 problem), and for their success in communication. 

One week later they liaitd in a written report based on their tatk and 
prderably answering some of the quesrions raised in discussion at the rime 
of the talk. 

Guidelines. The students are given brief guidelines (see appendix) as to 
what is expected in both parts ofthe assignmenr. 

Dismrsion, It is well known that what 'drives' students (as far as their 
academic wark is concerned) is the assessment of the work - what is 
assessed and how it is assessed. By including in the course a cornpotlent 
(30% combined weighting for the presentation and the written report) of 
work which is assessed for qualiry of corr~rnunication we indicate rhat we 
think this an important part of their statistical education. 

Generaily the students enjoy the work, and the problems with which 
they become familiar can provide a basis for exemplifying later theory. I 
recommend assignments of this kind to yau. 
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APPENDIX 

Swinburne Universiry of Technology 
Departnlenr of Mathematics 

SM184 Data Analysis and Probability 

Guidelines for presentations 

Presenter 

Your presentation shoutd be dong the biiowing lines: 
Introduce yourself foormajly. 
Srate che central idea or question you are investigating in an easity 
undersrandabfe way. You should say how you expected the 
investigation would turn out before you started it. 
Give an outline of your talk i t t  rhc farm of a few heading, to let 
your aitdience know what to expect. 
Concene-nrrate on illustrating 2 or 3 main ideas - don" ppay too much 
attention to details. 
Stare your conclusions and invite questions. 

Things to keep in mind 

Time - be strict with yourself. Allow 10 minutes for your talk and 
5 minutes for questions and comments. 
Iliastrations - an OHP slides, on the Mackboard. They should be 
simple - one main illustrarion on ead~. Writing should be large and 
clear. 
Speak more slowly and louder than you usually do. Look arolind at 
everyone in the audience (not just at your lecturer). 

Audience 

Being in the adience is jusr as important as giving the presentation. 
'Take seriously your respor~slbifity to ask questions and to offer 
comments. Try to imagine working on this topic yourself and think 
how you would have bandied it, This wiil help you to think of 
questions and comments. 

Assessment 

In assessing your presentation marks will be given for: 
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Thorough prepararion 
Cfear sequence of ideas 
Appropriate techniques and dlustrations 
Drawing appropriate conclusions 
Handling of questions 

A mark our of t 5 will be given. 

Guidelines for written reports 

The writren report should be constructed on the foilowing lines: 

Introdiiction 
Say what the topic asks you to do, discuss the ccntral idea and how 
it relates to the study of statistics, Say what kinds of results you 
expected before you started to investigate the question. 3 marks 

Merhod 
Set out clearly how you went about the task, what decisions you had 
ra make, what difftcul~ies you met and haw you resolved them. 

3 marks 

Kesuf ts 
Presenr your main results in &rsphic or tabular form, and point out 
rhe main things which should be noticed. 3 marks 

Concfusion 
Set out what conclusions you have come to in the light of your 
results. Xf possible comment on how the rapic relates to parts of 
your cratistics course and to red-world yrobfems, You may wish to 
make suggestions about improving the topic for future students. 

4 marks 

Appendix 
You should include a listing of the data at the end, 
Th whofe report should take no more than 3 o 4 pages. Two more 
marks wilt be awarded for overdl presentation and quality of the 
report. These wiIl be awarded as follows, according to your 
lecturer's judgment: 
0 The report fuffib the basic requirements. 
I The report shows some evidence of original thought, or perhaps 

extends the topic in some way or makes a useful comment. 
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2 The report does more than one of the above-mentioned things 
and is exceflently presented. 

T h e  report should be handed in one week after the presentation. 

TOPIC 1 PSf ST! 

In a group of nine friends, one s t a w  a rumour. She tells ir: to one of 
her friends, and the friend passes it on to rhe next rnernber af  rhe 
group that he or she meets. This continues until the rumour is told 
to someone in the group who has afready heard it. This person does 
not pass it on, so the rumour srops spreading. What is the 
probabiliry chat everyone in the group hears she rumour? Use 
random numbers from a table or from your calculator or generated 
by Minitab to sirnufate &is process and give an esrirnare of the 
probability, 

TOPIC 2 BJRTHIIAY SNAP! 

Ask studenrs coming out of the engineering building for going in to 
the library or the caH ...) what day of the month their birthday falls 
on (possible answers are: 1,2, 3, ..., 31). Write down the answers in 
the order they are given. When a nttmber is repeated, say 'Snap!', 
rule off the list and start again. Do this until you have a farge 
number of snaps (at least 25). Count how many people were 
required for each snap, and summarisc rhc sample distribution sf 
this r~umber in a suitable way. 
Now consider this problem: How big does a group of people need 
to be for at least an even chance {probability 2 0.5) of a 'birthday 
snap'? Wow can you use your sample to estimate this nunher? Can 
you suggest other ways af sotving this probiern? 

TOPIC 3 

Obrain a large sheet af paper (e.g. butcher's paper) and a toorhpick, 
Measure the lengrh of the toothpick and rule up the paper with 
parallel fines whose distance apart is the same as the fength of the 
toothpick. (Alternatively, cut a stick so that its length is the same as 
the width of the b o d s  in a wooden floor). Throw the toothpick 
onto the paper (or the stick onto the floor) and note url~ether i r  lands 
across one of the lines. After the fifth throw note down the relative 
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frequency of 'crossings'. Do this again afier the tenth, fifteenth, 
twentieth, and so on rill the hundredth throw. Plot these relative 
frequencies against the number of throws. Discuss the results. The 
probability of a crossing has been caculated as 2fn. Is this consisrent 
wirh your results? (This is usually rcferrcd to as Duffon's Needle 
Problem). 

TOPIC 4 A DICE PROBLEM 

Is it easier to &row (at least) one six wish six dice or (at least) NVO 
with twelve? Borrow some dice from your lecturer and investigate 
this p~oblem. Use 100 thfuws with six and I00 with twelve. In each 
case record the relative frequency of successful throws aker the fifih, 
tenth, ..., hundredth throws and pfot these relarive Frequencies against 
the number of throws. Discuss the results and predict what would be 
likely to happen if three or more sixes had to be rhrowtl wirh 
eighteen dice. 
How could Minitab be used co simuiate the rulting of the dice? 
Is there a way of calcillating exact answers? 

TOPIC 5 A SIMPLE CODE 

Select a page From a novel and use it to construct a frequency 
distribution of the 26 letters of thc alphabet. Compare rhis 
frequeircy discriburion with the distribution of letters in the coded 
message below. Explain how comparing Ierter frequencies in this 
way can be useful in deciphering codes, and translate the message: 

Wbw rhn zh mh max Vl~fxwr Yxltnboce? I3 pcl mt~i lbg  11i uxrnpxxg 
W a x  Mpbmi" rgw 'Phz-t-krft', unm ymgreer pxgm mh 'Max 
Zbke'i Zhmrnt Xtm' tgvv elnzaxw frixey Ibvd! 

Ded 5 cwds from a well shumed pack of 52 cards. Record whether 
this hand conrains one 'pair' (and nothing else) or nor. Repeat this 
experiment 29 times and estimate the probabitiqr of being dealt a 
hand containing one pair, 
Wsirxg random numbers (and possibly Minitab) sirnulan 100 poker 
I~ands and use rke results to estimate the probnbility OF one pair. 
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CafcuIare the probability and comment on the accuracy of the two 
simulation methods. 
Discuss the problem of estimating the probability of 'three of a 
kind'. 

TOPIC 7 1-IIEU TAKES A m  

Hopefui Hieu is soot3 to do a multiple choice test, The test is ro 
consist of 20 questions, each with 4 possible answers. Only one of 
rhese four answers is right. 
Hieu is worried. His social life has cur into his study time quire a 
lot, If he knows the answers to 9 of the questions he is confident of 
passing, because he wvoiild need only one of 11 guesses at the other 
questions to be correct. But wha~ if he knows only 8, or 7, or 6, or,..? 
How many does he need to know to have a t  least a 50% chance of 
passing? Could his chance of passing drop below 5%? 
Statistics is not his best subject. Help Hieti by using random 
numbers to sirnuIate his guesses (a random number less than 25 
means a correct guess). Suppose he knows 3 answers. Simulate an 
attempt at the test by making him guess until he gets another answer 
right or all 11. wrong. Do this 20 times and record his percentage of 
'passed'. (This is your estimate of his chance aC passing when he 
knows only 9 answers). Then suppose fie knows 8, and so on. 

TOPIC 8 

One evening at the theatre ten hats are handed in at the cioakroom. 
The attendant is so busy she forgets to put tickers on the Lars, When 
the hats ate called for after the performance she simply hands them 
our at random, The patrons are so engrossed in their discussion of 
tire performance that d~ey accept the hats withut  checking that they 
have the right ones, How many hats can we expect to be returned to 
their rightful owners? 
Number the ten hats owners O to 3 and use a table of random 
numbers or a calculator to assign the hats randomly. Repelt rhis 
procedure until think you have a reliable estimate OF the expected 
number of correct returns. After each sirnulacion catcutate the 
average number of correct returns per simulation and graph this 
against the number of simulations. 
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TOPIC 9 sr~rrhs DUCK 

Each day a hunter goes duck shooting. She fires repcacedfy until she 
shoots a duck and rhea she rakes the duck home ro her hungry 
fruniiy. The shots she fires are iridependent and the probability of 
hitting a duck with each shot is .2, Her husband, concerned at the 
expense of his wigs  wasted bullets, finds out that free taglge ducks 
can be bought Crona the Iocal marker for $4.50 each and suggests 
that since bullets cost $1 eadi it may be cheaper to Buy the ducks. 
Use Minirab to simulate 100 days' shooting and decide whether rhe 
hushand is correct. How could you have answered this question 
without using Minicab? 

'X'OPIC 10 BLOOD GROUPS 

Suppose that in a large population the blood types A, B, AB and 0 
occur in iixe proportions 3096, 2096, 10% and 40% respectively. 
From this popufation, four blood donors are selected ar random. By 
simuiatii~g 100 such samples of four people, estimate the proportion 
of the population that would, on average, not have their blood type 
supptied from rlre Cpersons sample. Compare this estimate wirh 
the exact value of the average proportion uncatered $or by the fot~r- 
person donor group, 

TOPIC 1 l TEST1 NG!! 

Blood sarnpies home the 11 members o f a  cricker team are taken, 
arld are mixed ~ogerhet. If this mixture contains a t ~ y  trace O F  the 

enhancing drug Spinoutaside, each of rhc 11 players 
will &en be rested separately. This means thar either one test or 12 
tesrs will be required, Assume that the probability of each ptayer 
using Spinoutaside is 0.1, and that the players' drug-taking for noit 
drug-taking) habits are independent of each other, Esrimare the 
expected number of tests required, by carrying oat 100 simulations. 
Compare this esrimare with the exact expected number af  rests 
req aired. 

TOPIC 12 GOODY TWO StiOF5 

The lights have gone out. You have 10 pairs of shoes in the botton~ 
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of your wardrobe, but they are in an untidy pile. You pull out six 
shoes. What is the probability that you have at least one pair? Use a 
simulation method to estimate this probability. 

TOPIC 13 

It is early morning on the first day of the duck season. A flight of 
10 ducks takes off. Ten hunters shoot and each hits rhe duck he aims 
ar. How many ducks escape? 
Use random numbers to simulate this situation IO rimes to get m 
estimate of the expected number of escaped ducks, Do this again 50 
times and then 100 times and comment on how rhe reliability of 
your estimate improves, Estimate the prob2bility that no more than 
3 ducks escape. 

TOPIC f 4 TWO PEAKS 

The town of Two Peaks has an unusual legal system. The procedure 
in any trial i s  as foibws: 
(i) The judge rotis 3 die and reports the number, k, ro the 4 

jurors. 
( i i )  Each juror uses his or her calcuiator to generate a rai~dorn 

number berrvecn O and I ,  and votes to convict the accused if, 
and only if, rhe first digit of the number is < k. 

f i i i )  The accused is found guilty only if aff four jurors vote to 
convict. 

Leland De Patma is on trial in  Two Peaks for the ilturder of his 
mother-in-law Lorna. 
thing a die and your calcularor, estimate rhe ct~arice of him being 
convicted by simulatiitg 100 courr verdicts. Calculate the prob- 
ahiliry exactly and compare the answer with your estimate. 
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